
An elegant little folding chairWHISPER™

Design: Ottavio Di Blasi 



Example of How to Specify:

882  CH  121    

882- Whisper folding chair
CH- Chrome frame
121- Gray seat and back

How to specify:
Start with the model number of the basic chair, 
882 (silver epoxy frame finish). Order desired 
options by adding the appropriate suffix codes 
(in order) to the base model number: CH for 
chrome frame, 103 for red seat and back, 105 for 
blue seat and back or 121 for gray seat and back. 
The chair shown below is just one example of 
the many possibilities.

 The Whisper mobile cart (silver epoxy frame 
finish) holds 8 Whisper chairs–use model 
number 889.
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Sitmatic seating is covered by our comprehen-
sive lifetime structural warranty.

Whisper seating has passed the stringent 
testing procedures established by;  
ANSI/BIFMA and CAL 117.

Specifications are subject to change without 
notice.

For further information on our entire range of 
task, management, guest and public seating, 
please call our toll free number. 

Great architects design great products. Sitmatic commissioned Ottavio Di Blasi to 

rethink the humble folding chair. This collaboration resulted in the world’s most 

utilitarian folding chair: it folds automatically, it hangs as art, it flexes with you, 

and most importantly for a chair, it sits comfortably. Built to American engineering 

standards with Italian design sensibility, Whisper solves temporary seating needs 

with style and durability. 

Options

Red seat and back- 103

Blue seat and back- 105

Gray seat and back- 121

Silver epoxy or optional 
chrome frame finish- CH

Overall Dimensions
Model Seat Height Depth Width 
 Height    

882 18” 31 ½"  24 ½" 20

889 Cart  38" 31" 20"

The polypropylene seat and back are 

offered in gray, blue and red. Polypro-

pylene is essentially maintenance-free 

and will withstand years of use and 

abuse. Hundreds of small perforations 

enhance comfort by allowing the seat 

and back to breathe.

Just grasp the top of the 

Whisper chair and lift–it folds 

effortlessly to a depth of less 

than 4". Whisper is very light 

and positions easily on it’s 

special cart–8 chairs to a cart.

The standard frame finish is a heat-

fused silver epoxy that is incredibly 

durable. Whisper is also available with 

optional polished chrome frames for 

the ultimate in durability.  


